go home as long as they need me.

The morrow is our day for firing at The Targist last Saturday I went to fire 200 of the best shots that we made to night 320 go to day the one where I firing from here and a Dutchman cut the pass too seconds to shot and it burst but right over the Railroad and there was a Black man and woman on the track one piece took the Black woman in the thigh and killed her, and a mother less... cant be twon then and a mother hit a cow that was in hanger chat by and killed her weight off. It was a 64 lbs shell it is fun to see some of them burst in the air. The pieces will fly two or three hundred yards each way we fire a salute every day now from the good men two or three times the other night we fired a piece that is 300 lbs. It's for a salute it makes things quite when we are firing a salute some of the howlings and guns make one up if a man got to fire one of them and it is done every day. The best pranked to hear that you stay off the ground and watch all the rest of the time for me and your man and tell him that I have got our mail. Call in my charge for the country he has been at it for some time by the actions but he says that I am only broke open oneley one best I searched for that and found a great many.